
Sermon Lent 4 22nd March 2020 web 1 Samuel 16;  Psalm 23;  Ephesians 5:  8 - 14;  John 9 

Lord God, help us use the Light of the World to live lives of value through the anointing of your Holy Spirit.  Amen 

 Let’s face it, the blind man’s life was turned upside down!   

 Presumably not that old, for his parents were alive, his life had been a routine of begging by the roadside and his 

blindness might almost have given him a sense of security within some tight, very uncomfortable boundaries.  

Begging was monotonous, dangerous but regular.  Was it a sin to beg on the Sabbath?  Probably, so this man 

was a sinner.  But regularly ignored, kicked and stolen from, it was, at least, what he knew. 

 Then Jesus turned his life upside down and destroyed all his certainties.  ‘I am the light of the world’, he said.  

Today I want to investigate what that means for the blind man,  … and for us. 

 At the simplest and most basic level the man, blind from birth, was now, for the first time, able to see.  Colours, 

shapes, movement.  He could see what a tree looked like.  The blinding sun.  The far off hills.  The chance to 

learn what the expressions on people’s faces meant.  The shock must have been disorientating. 

 His limiting boundaries were, in a moment, taken away.  And for the first time he could see life as it really was.  

He could begin to form relationships as an equal rather than just as someone who was ‘done to’ 

 It all sounds wonderful.  But it came with a sting in the tail.  Because life as it really is, is not often that pretty.  

He noticed the warts on the faces of his parents and the turned down the corner of the mouth of the Pharisee. 

 And within apparently, a few hours he had encountered argument, victimisation, isolation and expulsion. 

 The Pharisees were cross because it disturbed their strict boundaries of holiness.  The man born blind was a 

sinner.  He begged on the Sabbath.  Jesus was a sinner.  He healed on the Sabbath.  So what was going on?  The 

healing couldn’t be from God.  They were confused.  They were divided between themselves.  An argument 

began.  Effectively one ill-educated, disorientated, newly healed man against the supercilious might of the 

religious Right’.  The healing changed the man who should have been the hero of the hour, into a victim. 

 His own parents seemed to disown him rather than support him.  When interrogated by the Pharisees they 

pushed the buck back on the healed man.  ‘He is of age; ask him.’  The only thing that was indisputably clear was 

that the healing had taken place.  ‘‘We know that this is our son, and that he was born blind; but we do not know how 

it is that now he sees, nor do we know who opened his eyes.’ 

 And the result was that the Pharisees ignored the problem by throwing him out of the synagogue so that their 

ordered blinded lives could go on as normal.  ‘And they drove him out.’  He was expelled. 

o And expulsion from the synagogue was serious.  It meant economic and social disaster as you became 

unclean and no one would have anything to do with you, lest they became unclean too. 

 The man who had been blind was alone until Jesus, the unclean Messiah, who heals on the Sabbath and talks to 

the outcast, sought him out.  ‘Jesus heard that they had driven him out, and when he found him, he said, ‘Do you 

believe in the Son of Man?’’  The man presumably desperate for acceptance and urgently needing to find some 

sort of meaning in this extraordinary day eagerly responds.  Eagerly follows Jesus and finally receives hope.  And 

direction.  And acceptance.’ And he worshipped him.’ 

 That seems to be what turning towards the ‘light of the world’ achieved for the blind who was formerly blind. 

o Jesus destroyed all the man’s certainties and then gave him a set of new ones! 

 Bizarrely, in a story which should be resolutely ‘Good News’, sin plays quite a major part.  John, the Gospel 

writer, gives us a steer this way at the very beginning of the reading when he reports the disciples as asking 

Jesus, ‘Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?’  Jesus quickly disabuses them of the 

implication that either the man or his parents was responsible for his blindness, but by the end of the reading 

we have come to the quite clear conclusion that it seems to be their society as a whole that is at fault.  We are 

privy to the fear of the parents leading them to disown their son.  Even the part of the man’s neighbours seems 

to be notably lacking in joy and hope.  Instead of rejoicing with the man born blind, they merely ‘brought to the 

Pharisees the man who had formerly been blind..   The Pharisees were worried they were going to lose their power 

which lead them to anger and cruelty.  Their self-absorption made their bounded world smaller.  It is only Jesus 



who seems to be able to cross these boundaries.  And his attitude to sin is different.  He clearly is not 

concerned about getting his hands dirty, or who he is seen with, or what people say about him.  Healing on the 

Sabbath was not an issue.  Sin for ‘the light of the world’, Jesus Christ, seems to be anything that does not build up 

the Kingdom of God, rather than religiously obeying a set of regulations. 

 So, what does Jesus, ‘the light of the world’ mean for us? 

o If we follow the same principles as those we have discovered in today’s Gospel reading it seems to be 

saying something about seeing the world in a new light, which is different from the way in which society 

as a whole sees it.  Looking at life in a new way. 

o Perhaps it’s less to do with trying to keep the law, to be good, and more about trying to live in a way 

that builds up the Kingdom of God 

o There is nothing illegal about panic bulk buying, but you don’t have to be a genius to see that it doesn’t 

exactly contribute to the Kingdom, especially after harrowing clips of exhausted NHS workers in tears 

faced with empty shelves at the end of a long shift.   

 That’s easy to see, but the choices offered by following ‘the light of the world’ are not always that obvious.   

 In our first reading from 1 Samuel, Samuel is charged with finding and anointing a new King to replace King Saul.  

He is led by the LORD to Jesse and his eight sons, but it is only the last of these that is clearly the LORD’s 

choice to be anointed.  David is but a youth, ‘he was ruddy, and had beautiful eyes, and was handsome’.   

o A modern analogy might be reacting to the appalling choice faced by Italian doctors about who they 

chose to treat, because they were so inundated with need, that they could not treat everybody.  I’ve no 

idea how I would act faced with that unanswerable dilemma, but I do know that when I am faced with 

the desire to cross the boundaries of social distancing tomorrow, to get something that will benefit only 

me, it might be helpful and sobering to remember the plight of the Italian doctors and to act with 

caution rather than selfishness, to reduce the chance of that situation occurring here. 

 Like the blind man, we can see both the best and the worst in society at times like this.  In tandem with the 

queues outside CostCo, and people bleating that their cruise has been cancelled, there is also much evidence of 

others popping up out of the woodwork who are contacting their neighbours, maybe for the first time, to make 

sure that social isolation does not lead to lack of food, or companionship or other essentials. 

 There is a sense of judgement in all this. 

 Jesus judges the Pharisees, ‘I came into this world for judgement so that those who do not see may see, and those who 

do see may become blind.’  Some of the Pharisees near him heard this and said to him, ‘Surely we are not blind, are we?’  

Jesus said to them, ‘If you were blind, you would not have sin. But now that you say, “We see”, your sin remains’ 

o Jesus opens our eyes.  But he does not change society.  He just challenges it and offers those who can 

see, hope and acceptance and meaning in the midst of shifting sands. 

 Today, who would you say can ‘see’? 

 And who do you think today, like the Pharisees, thinks that they can ‘see’? 

 There will be challenging and possibly painful times ahead.  Times when we may very much feel we are walking 

‘through the valley of the shadow of death’.  It will be times like these that we need to hold onto the truth that 

Jesus is ‘the light of the world’ and to remember the difference that makes for us, a way of looking at life that is 

less about keeping the law, and more about building up the Kingdom of God. 

 Because if we have recognised Jesus as ‘the light of the world’, if we do think that we have in some sense been 

healed from thinking of ourselves alone, if we do believe that, like David, we have been ‘anointed’ through 

baptism or in some other way, then we can know that like David then, ‘the spirit of the LORD came mightily upon’ 

us and we are now not acting in our own strength but with the strength of God sustaining us. 

 The only way to reliably do this, to really know it, is to keep the relationship with God, strong and healthy.  I 

strongly encourage you to pray, best of all to pray when the rest of the Church is praying.  Read the readings, 

and pray the prayers on 9.30am on Sunday morning.  A sermon will magically appear each week on the web (I 

hope!).  If you are able, join in Morning or Evening Prayer in your homes at the times they are being said in 



church.  Resources are available at the back of church or you can down load an app on your phone which gives 

you the same words to say that are being prayed in church.  Go to https://www.chpublishing.co.uk/apps for 

more details. 

 Today is Mothrering Sunday.  A day when traditionally we remember and thank God for the role of our mother 

in our lives, and rely on Mother Church to bind us together in a community of value.  Take a final phrase from 

the New Testament reading to heart and use it as you guide for the next few weeks.  Paul encourages the 

Christian Church at Ephesus to ‘Live as children of light’. … ‘Take no part in the unfruitful works of darkness, but 

instead expose them. That is using the light to judge the world and to decide what is Kingdom building, and what 

is not. 

o May the LORD guide you this week.  Amen. 
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